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FREE TUTORIAL:  CARD #10
Christmas to Remember

You will need:
156518 Sparkle of the Season stamp set

153492 Heartwarming Hugs DSP - 1-½ x 5”

155576 Evening Evergreen ink pad

147104 Pear Pizzazz ink pad

131201 Pear Pizzazz cardstock - ⅝” x 4” for
sentiment
159276 Basic White - 4-¼ x 11”; scored at 5-½”

104430 Stampin’ Dimensionals

149699 Stampin’ Seal adhesive

110755 Multipurpose Liquid Glue

146924 Red Rhinestone Basic Jewels

155722 Chevron Weave Ribbon

Directions:
1. Using the Evening Evergreen ink pad, stamp

three sprigs of the ivy foliage toward the right side/center of the Basic White card front.
2. Using the leafy sprig stamp and the Pear Pizzazz ink, stamp two of the leafy sprigs on the right

side/center of the Basic White card front.
3. Using the Pear Pizzazz ink pad on the Pear Pizzazz cardstock strip, stamp the Merry Christmas

Sentiment, leaving room on the right side for a couple of red rhinestone jewels.
4. Using tape runner/Seal adhesive, attach the Heartwarming Hugs DSP to the card front at the

base of the foliage.
5. Using Multipurpose Liquid glue, place a short bead of glue on the right side of the

Heartwarming Hugs DSP panel and place a 3” piece of Chevron Weave Ribbon.
6. Using dimensionals, attach the sentiment strip onto the card front, overlapping the Chevron

Weave ribbon by about half.
7. Add Red Rhinestone Basic Jewels to the sentiment strip and card front.
8. Using a ¼” or ½” corner rounder, round the top right corner of your card base.
9. Stamp sentiment on the inside of your card. Don’t forget to stamp a tree on the front of the

envelope!

Visit http://www.queencitystampart.com and click the BLOG tab to view video tutorial for this card.
Search Sparkle of the Season.


